DSX Enclosure Specifications

The DSX Controller Enclosures are custom built using design criteria from Installers and Service Technicians. Built for commercial installations, this enclosure has wire channels and conduit knockouts. Conduit knockouts at the top, bottom, back, and on both sides allow for easy connection of stacked, or adjacent, enclosures. The wire channels prevent wire traveling through one enclosure into another, from becoming entangled or confused. Built-in wire tie anchors allow the installer to use the supplied wire ties to dress out the panel's field wiring to make a neat and serviceable system.

The 18 Ga. steel cabinets are coated with a Black Powder Coat Finish with a White Silkscreen Logo. They come furnished with a lock and key for securing the cabinet against unauthorized personnel.

The DSX-Panel Enclosures can be ordered separately just like the Controllers. Purchasing just the enclosures ahead of time allows you to get them installed and run the conduit and wire to each panel location. You can later purchase the controllers when everything else is ready to be installed. This saves you a considerable initial investment.
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